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Extended classical over-barrier model for collisions of highly charged ions
with conducting and insulating surfaces

Jens J. Ducre´e,* Fulvio Casali, and Uwe Thumm†

J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506-2604
~Received 14 March 1997; revised manuscript received 8 September 1997!

We have extended the classical over-barrier model to simulate the neutralization dynamics of highly charged
ions interacting under grazing incidence with conducting and insulating surfaces. Our calculations are based on
simple model rates for resonant and Auger transitions. We include effects caused by the dielectric response of
the target and, for insulators, localized surface charges. Characteristic deviations regarding the charge-transfer
processes from conducting and insulating targets to the ion are discussed. We find good agreement with
previously published experimental data for the image energy gain of a variety of highly charged ions impinging
on Au, Al, LiF, and KI crystals.@S1050-2947~98!01001-4#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Dy
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past decade, a rapidly increasing number
research projects have been devoted to the investigatio
interactions between highly charged ions~HCIs! and sur-
faces~for recent reviews see@1–3#!. These activities are o
importance for present and future applications, such as s
conductor fabrication, nanostructure technology, and sur
chemistry. They are also of interest to basic research du
the challenging interplay of fundamental electronic inter
tions to be considered in the detailed understanding of
highly complex interaction dynamics. By now, a certa
level of consent has emerged with regard to charge-excha
and ionization processes that take place before a HCI ge
close contact with a metal target surface, and a mainly c
sical approach, the ‘‘classical over-barrier model’’~COM!,
presented by Burgdo¨rfer, Lerner, and Meyer@4,5#, was found
to adequately represent the most important physical asp
of the electron capture, recapture, and emission sequence@5–
11#.

Typically, an incident HCI captures several conductio
band electrons at large distances from the surface into hi
excited states, which leads to the temporary formation o
‘‘hollow ion’’ in front of the surface. At ion-surface dis-
tances that are smaller than or about equal to the clas
radii of active HCI orbitals, the theoretical description b
comes more difficult due to the strong perturbation of
initial electron distribution of the surface and the intrica
molecular dynamics involved. For this reason, most fir
principles calculations have been applied to incident ions
low charge states@12–15#. For higher incident charge state
the detailed quantum-mechanical treatment is complica
by a large number of ionic states that are energetically
generate with the target conduction band, and a fi
principles approach remains a formidable task@16–19#.

Most experiments with incident HCI have been perform
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for conducting and semiconducting surfaces with typi
work functions of about 5 eV. These experiments focused
total electron yields@20#, energy-resolved Auger@21–24#
and x-ray @25,26# spectra, deflection angles@27#, and ion-
neutralization@28–30# measurements. Recently, several e
periments have been carried out where HCI beams are
dent on insulating surfaces, primarily on ionic crystals, su
as LiF @31–34#. The unique band structure of LiF with
large work function of 12 eV and a wide band gap of 14 e
~Fig. 1! that elevates the antibinding 2p band above the
vacuum level provides an interesting opportunity to scru
nize previous theories about the role of the conduction b
in the charge-exchange process. In contrast to metal surfa
LiF and other insulating surfaces do not provide unoccup
conduction-band states into which resonant loss from exc
projectile states might occur, and pronounced differences

FIG. 1. Band structure of the ionic LiF crystal with a large wo
function of 12 eV and a wide band gap of 14 eV. The~polycrystal-
line! gold target represents a typical metal with a work function
about 5 eV and a continuum of unoccupied conduction-band st
above the Fermi level.
338 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 339EXTENDED CLASSICAL OVER-BARRIER MODEL FOR . . .
expected in the neutralization dynamics of HCIs in front
metal and insulating surfaces. Furthermore, the captur
electrons from an insulator leads to the local accumulation
positive surface charges that modify the charge-transfer
namics in comparison to metals. The capture-induced a
mulation of localized charges on insulator surfaces has b
addressed very recently in a few independent theore
studies@35–37# and is a central aspect of the extentions
the COM discussed in this paper. Measurements on LiF
faces @34# clearly exhibit the expected discrepancies w
respect to conducting targets and can coherently be in
preted by a retarded onset for electron capture and chara
istic deviations in the succeeding charge-transfer sequen

In this paper we adopted the basic framework of the CO
suggested by Burgdo¨rfer et al. for the interaction of slow
HCIs with metal surfaces@2,4#. Different versions of COMs
have been applied to successfully model charge excha
energy gain, and trajectory effects in collisions of HCIs w
atoms@38,39# and clusters (C60) @6–8,11#. Within the COM,
the neutralization dynamics is described by means of an
fective single-electron potential that governs the class
motion of electrons that are going to be either resona
captured into hydrogenic projectile levels or resonantly l
to unoccupied states of a metal target conduction band.
charge transfer to occur, an active electron must overco
the potential barrier between the projectile nucleus and ta
surface. Electron transfer becomes classically possible if
electron initially occupies a state that lies above this poten
barrier and if vacancies exist in the resonant final state
which the electron transits. As the projectile moves alon
classical trajectory, both the projectile and target levels
perience variable level shifts and change their relative e
getic positions with respect to the potential barrier, the po
tion and height of which also change as a function of
projectile-surface distance.

In order to perform simulations involving insulating su
faces we have extended the original COM@2,4# by modify-
ing the dielectric response of the surface to the external
jectile charge and by including local surface charges. Th
local charges are built up on the insulator surface during
charge-transfer sequence and decay on a time scale th
given by the conductivity of the insulator. The local surfa
charges influence active electrons and the projectile mot
In this work we will discuss the influence of these exce
surface charges on electron transfer and projectile deflec
in detail and comment on the recent and related theore
work of Borisovet al. @35# and Hägg et al. @36#.

We have organized this paper as follows. In Sec. II
review the main physical elements of our COM simulatio
such as effective potentials~Sec. II A!, local work-function
changes~Sec. II B!, electronic transition rates~Sec. II C!,
and projectile motion~Sec. II D!. In Sec. III A we discuss in
detail the neutralization dynamics in front of the surface
terms of the evolution of level occupations, potentials, p
jectile charge, and motion above metal and insulator s
faces. In Sec. III B we compare our results with previou
published experimental and computed data on image en
gains of the projectile over a wide range of initial char
states. Our conclusions are contained in Sec. IV. We
atomic units~a.u.! throughout this paper unless specified o
erwise.
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II. OUTLINE OF THE EXTENDED COM

A. Potentials ‘‘seen’’ by an active electron

Within the dynamical COM charge exchange is describ
in terms of classical charge currents between energetic
shifted valence states of the target and shifted hydroge
projectile levels. These continuous charge currents co
spond to electronic transition rates for resonant capture
loss and occur as soon as the potential barrierVb of the total
effective potentialVtot drops below the target work functio
W. The total potential acting on an active electron is giv
by

Vtot~qp ,x,z,Xp ,R,t !5Vpro j~qp ,x2Xp ,z2R!

1Vim,p~qp ,x2Xp ,z1R!

1Vim,e~z!1Vlocal~x,z,t !,

~2.1!

wherex and z will denote the electronic coordinates in th
collision plane parallel and perpendicular to the surfa
projected motion, respectively. The projectile distance fr
the surface is denoted byR. The projectile coordinate along
the projection of the trajectory on the surface isXp . The
coordinatex0,0 refers to the location on the surface whe
at time t0, charge transfer starts~Fig. 2!. The origin of our
coordinate system is located on the intersection of the t
most lattice plane~at z5R50) and the collision plane. The
jellium edge is located half a lattice constant above the
permost lattice plane of the crystal. The potential saddle
located atzb . The projectile is assumed to reach its point
closest approach to the surface at timet50 and the surface
projection of this point definesx5Xp50. For our applica-
tions in this paper, it is sufficient to consider trajectories w
surface projections along the@100# direction that intersect
surface lattice points and define the projectile coordin
Yp50 ~see Sec. III B 2 below!. A more general approach
would average over many trajectories withYp coordinates
inside a surface unit cell.

FIG. 2. Linear capture-induced charge distributionl(x,t) trail-
ing the path of the ion~schematically!. The capture sequence star
when the incident highly charged ion reaches the critical ov
barrier distance at a position (Xp ,R)5(x0 ,Rc) at time t0. For our
applications to ionic crystals, we assume that electrons are capt
from the closest surface anion.
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340 57JENS J. DUCRE´ E, FULVIO CASALI, AND UWE THUMM
The first term in Eq.~2.1! represents the interaction of th
active electron with the projectile and is modeled by t
Coulomb potential

Vpro j~qp ,x2Xp ,z2R!52
qp~R!

A~x2Xp!21~z2R!2
.

~2.2!

The projectile charge

qp~R!5qnuc,p2(
n

an~R! ~2.3!

depends on the nuclear chargeqnuc,p of the HCI and the
projectile shell occupationsan . The indexn labels the prin-
cipal quantum number of projectile shells.

Surface charge distributions produced in response to
external charges of the projectile and the active electron
included in Eq.~2.1! in the form of the projectile image
potential Vim,p and the self-image potential of the activ
electronVim,e . These potentials can be derived within linea
response theory. Along an axis that is perpendicular to
surface and includes the projectile nucleus~i.e., for x5Xp),
approximate expressions for these potentials, appropriate
grazing-incidence collisions, are given by@40#

Vim,p~qp,0,z1R!5
2qp

pvp
E

0

`

dv ReS 12e~v!

11e~v! D
3K0S v

vp
~z1R22zim! D ~2.4!

and the self-image potential of the active electron

Vim,e~z!52
1

pvp
E

0

`

dv ReS 12e~v!

11e~v! DK0S 2
v

vp
~z2zim! D ,

~2.5!

wherevp denotes the projectile velocity andK0 is a modified
Bessel function.

Equations~2.4! and ~2.5! refer to the dielectric respons
of the target material to a moving external charge in
undispersive approximation@40#, for which the dielectric
functione(kW ,v) is independent of the momentumkW . Follow-
ing Ref. @41#, we approximate the dielectric function

e~v!5e`1
e02e`

12~v/v0!22 i ~v/v0!g
~2.6!

by its static@e05e(0)# and optical@e`5e(`)# limits, the
resonance frequencyv0, and a positive infinitesimal constan
g. Table I contains these constants for the two ionic crys

TABLE I. Static limit (e0), optical limit (e`), and characteristic
frequencyv0 used in Eq.~2.6! for the dielectric response of LiF
and KI crystals atT5290 °C @41#.

Crystal e0 e` v0 (1023a.u.)

LiF 9.00 1.93 1.39
KI 5.09 2.65 0.46
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used in this work. Both image potentials are referred to
image plane atzim.0. In applications to metals, we identif
the image plane with the jellium edge, such thatzim becomes
equal to half a lattice constant. For ionic insulator crys
targets, we inserted the negative ion radius forzim , i.e., we
assume that the induced positive image charge is locate
the vicinity of the high-density anionic electron cloud abo
the target. A similar independent study of the dynamic
electric response of alkali halides was recently published
Hägg et al. @36# in which, as in Eqs.~2.4!–~2.6!, the linear-
response theory result of Garcı´a de Abajo and Echeniqu
@40# was combined with a nondispersive single-pole fit to t
dielectric function. The main difference from our approa
appears to be the use of a small but finite damping cons
g in the work of Hägg et al. We also note that Ba´rány and
Setterlind @6# have developed a COM for capture from
dielectric sphere of radiusa and frequency-independen
nondispersive dielectric constante. Their limit a→` corre-
sponds to an insulating surface with simplified image int
actions that include dielectric screening effects in terms o
frequency-independent multiplicative factor (12e)/(11e).

For metal surfaces, we can take the limitse→` in Eqs.
~2.4! and ~2.5! and obtain the simple asymptotic forms@42#

Vim,p
metal~qp,0,z1R!5

qp

z1R22zim
, ~2.7!

Vim,e
metal~z!52

1

4~z2zim!
. ~2.8!

In order to avoid the unphysical singularity of the electr
self-image potential atz5zim , we truncate and steadily con
nect the total image potential to the bulk potential given
the lower limit of the metal conduction band by extendi
the constant bulk potential to a small distance outsidezim .
Our choice forzim is a little larger than corresponding value
obtained by fitting local-density approximation calculatio
@43#. It is, however, sufficiently realistic within the overa
precision of our model.

The capture of electrons from a solid leads to a line
surface charge distribution along the surface-projected p
of the projectile~Fig. 2!. For a metal surface, these loc
charge densities vanish instantaneously and do not influe
the charge-exchange sequence or the motion of the proje
due to high surface plasmon frequencies of the order
1016 s21. In contrast to metal surfaces, typical decay tim
for excess surface charges on insulators are by far too lon
compensate local charge accumulations at the collision t
scale. As a consequence, the ion is followed by a linea
stretched trail of surface chargesqi(xi) generated at times
t i ,i 50, . . . ,i max(Xp), at locationsxi , for which the projec-
tile is at distancesR(t i) above the surface. The charge d
pends on the ion-surface distanceR through the implicit de-
pendence ofxi on R.

We assume the excess surface charges to decay expo
tially with a time constantt. We can approximatet by hav-
ing charge currentsjW restore the electric neutrality as de
picted in Fig. 3. The driving forces of these currents a
electric fieldsEW 5s jW caused by the local surface charges
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57 341EXTENDED CLASSICAL OVER-BARRIER MODEL FOR . . .
qi~xi ,t !5qi~xi !expS 2
t2t i

t D , t>t i , ~2.9!

due to local chargesqi(xi) generated at timest i ,
i 50,1,2, . . . , when charge transfer took place. By choosi
a hemisphere around the excess surface charge as the G
ian surface, Gauss’s theorem leads to the decay t
t5(2ps)21 in terms of the macroscopic conductivitys.
Typical values fors are 107 (V cm)21 for metals and
s.131026 (V cm)21 for ionic crystals, such as a LiF
crystal, at room temperature. For LiF this simple estim
yields t.1027 s, which lies about seven orders of magn
tude above the collision time of typically 10214 s. This
means that after capture sets in and while the HCI contin
to interact with the surface, a positive linear charge distri
tion

l~x,t !5 (
i

i max~Xp!

qi~xi !exp@22ps~ t2t i !#d~x2xi !

' (
i

i max~Xp!

qi~xi !d~x2xi ![l~x! ~2.10!

remains on the surface-projected projectile path on the io
crystal’s surface. This charge distribution pulls down the p
tential barrier and tends to repel the HCI from the surface
contribution to the total effective potential~2.1! amounts to

Vlocal~x,z,t !52
e~0!21

e~0!11H @qj ,cell#

z

1E
x0

Xp~ t !
dx8

l~x8,t !

Az21~x82x!2J . ~2.11!

The term@qj ,cell# represents the integer charge withdraw
from the active surface cell by an active electron that cros
the barrier, e.g.,@qj ,cell#51 for 0,qj ,cell<1. The integral
in Eq. ~2.11! constitutes an average over previously tra
ferred ~noninteger! charges. For metal surfaces, bothl and
Vlocal vanish.

The positive excess chargel(x8)dx8 within a small in-
terval dx8 near x8 polarizes the surrounding ionic crysta
This polarization effectively screens the local char
l(x8)dx8 and is the origin of the Mott-Littleton correctio

FIG. 3. Classical currentsjW that are driven by the fieldEW 5s jW of
a capture-induced surface charge restored electric neutrality. A
cay time constantt can be derived from the macroscopic condu

tivity s by applying Gauss’s theorem to the currentjW and a Gauss-
ian surface given by a hemisphere with the positive excess sur
charge in its center.
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@44,45# to the ground-state energy of the crystal. This scre
ing correction is approximately included in Eq.~2.11! in
terms of the static dielectric screening functio
@e(0)21#/@e(0)11#. A Mott-Littleton correction is also in-
cluded in the work of Borisovet al. @35# and Hägg et al.
@36#. Instead of our multiplicative screening factor in E
~2.11! Borisov et al. introduce this correction as an additiv
contribution to the attractive interaction of the active electr
with the left-behind hole on the surface. The approach
Hägg et al. resembles our approximation in that the scree
ing of the capture-induced surface charge is included a
multiplicative factor that asymptotically, forz→`, becomes
equal to a frequency-independent dielectric screening fu
tion; it differs from Eq. ~2.11! due to the inclusion of~i!
dynamicalscreening of excess surface charges and~ii ! frac-
tional ionicity effects close to the surface in Ref.@36#.

We note that in our version of the COM acontinuous
classicalcharge current is used to represent charge trans
In our discussion of local surface charges, the discreti
chargeqi is used for convenience only and corresponds
the~small! portion of an elementary charge that is transferr
during one time step of the numerical propagation~see Sec.
II C 4, below!. In contrast, Borisovet al. @35# and Hägg
et al. @36# enforce charge quantization and consider local
cess surface charges of at least one positive elemen
charge.

B. Local work function

We now examine the dynamic change of the local wo
function while the projectile draws a certain amount
charge from a specific surface atom on an insulating surfa
In order to estimate the local work function of an ionic cry
tal, we assume that target electrons are captured from
anion on the surface lattice. The energy necessary to rem
a loosely bound valence electron from a surface anion ca
approximated by the affinityEbind

q of the free anion~3.4 eV
for free F2 ions! and by adding the interactions of the d
taching electron with all other target ions as a Madelun
background potentialVMad,bg ~Fig. 4!. This leads to the work
function

W~r anion
q !5Ebind

q 1VMad,bg~r anion
q !. ~2.12!

e-
-

ce

FIG. 4. Charge-state-dependent local work functionW of LiF
approximated by splitting potentials acting on a bulk atom into
anionic contribution, the ionic binding energyEbind

q , and the Made-
lung background potentialVMad,bg representing the rest of the bulk
The distancer anion

q denotes the orbital radius of the most loose
bound subshell of the ionic state and is dynamically adjusted to
excess local capture-induced chargeq.
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342 57JENS J. DUCRE´ E, FULVIO CASALI, AND UWE THUMM
We evaluatedVMad,bg at the mean radiusr anion
q of the out-

ermost ionicnl shell (n52, l 51 for LiF!, directly above
the anion’s lattice site,

VMad,bg~r anion
q !5(

j

Qj

uRj
W2r anion

q êzu
, ~2.13!

whereêz is a unit vector along the positive-z axis. Since the
contribution of the active surface anion is included via
binding energy, the active anion is exempted in the Ma
lung sum over all lattice sitesRW j in Eq. ~2.13!. Without tak-
ing screening effects into account, we assumeQj521 for
all anionic charges andQj51 for all cathionic charges in Eq
~2.13!. Equation~2.12! yields values of 11.65 eV for LiF and
8.21 eV for KI and thus reproduces the experimentally
termined work functions~12 eV for LiF and 8.2 eV for KI
@46#! sufficiently well within the overall accuracy of our ap
proach.

In order to include the effect of the net capture-induc
local chargeqj ,cell.0 residing within the active surface la
tice cell j on the local work function, we addedqj ,cell to the
original anionic chargeQj521 and obtain the new charg
q5Qj1qj ,cell , a corresponding new ionic binding energ
Ebind

q , and, by using the Cowan code@47#, an adjusted ionic
radius r anion

q . Inserting these quantities into both terms
Eq. ~2.12! supplies the adjusted work functionW(r anion

q ).
Since the dynamical COM simulates continuous charge
rents, we interpolate between discreter anion

q values. In this
way we can compute the local work function~2.12! as a
function of the capture-induced local surface chargeqj ,cell
within the active anion’s unit cell. In contrast to the approa
of Hägg et al. @36#, we do not include fractional ionicity and
screening effects in the local work function. In agreem
with the papers of Borisovet al. @35# and Hägg et al. @36#,
our local work function includes a Madelung sum for t
interaction of the detaching or ionizing negative charge w
the ionic crystal and an additional term for the interacti
with the excess surface charge on the active anion site. H
ever, in contrast to these authors, we relate the additio
term to the affinity of afree anion of chargeQj521 and
interpolate~using atomic ionization potentials! to effective
chargesq.21, as dictated by the non-charge-quantized v
sion of the COM. For LiF, we allow for at most one electro
to be captured from an active F2 site, such thatqj ,cell<1.
For KI, we take the large number of outer shell electrons
I2 in account by removing this restriction.

In Fig. 5 we show the various contributions to the to
electronic potential~2.1! for 50-keV Xe151 ions that ap-
proach a LiF surface at a grazing angle of 1°. The potent
are displayed along an axis perpendicular to the surface
includes the projectile nucleus. The projectile is on the in
dent part of the trajectory at a distanceR510 a.u. in front of
the surface. The remaining projectile chargeqp(R510)
amounts to 2.8, i.e.,*x0

Xpl(x)dx512.2.

C. Transition rates

In this section we summarize the approximations that l
to simple analytical expressions for resonant and Auger t
sition rates, closely following Refs.@2,4#. These rates are
-
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then combined in the form of a system of coupled class
rate equations in order to describe the occupation dynam
of projectile levels.

1. Resonant gain

We represent the electronic structure of the projectile
its spectrum of energy levels«n(R) and their occupations
an(R). Both quantities change during the motion of the pr
jectile. We assume hydrogenic shells with binding energ

«n~R!52
1

2S qe f f,n~R!

n D 2

~2.14!

that depend on the effective charges

qe f f,n~R!5qnuc,p2(
n8

Sn,n8an8~R!. ~2.15!

The matrixSn,n8 accounts for screening effects and is det
mined under the simplifying assumption of full inner scree
ing and no screening by outer and equivalent electr
(Sn,n851 for n.n8 and Sn,n850 otherwise!. The classical
model of a continuous charge flow over the potential bar
in conjunction with discrete energy levels~2.14! requires the
definition of energy bins. We designate energy bins
@«n(R)#. Each bin is attributed to a projectile shelln and
includes electronic energies« within the interval

FIG. 5. Contributions to the total electronic potentialVtot for
50-keV Xe151 approaching a LiF surface at an angle of 1° along
axis perpendicular to the surface that includes the projec
nucleus. The projectile is on the incident part of the trajectory
R510 andqp(R510)52.8.
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57 343EXTENDED CLASSICAL OVER-BARRIER MODEL FOR . . .
@«n~R!#[@ 1
2 ~«n2«n21!1Vim,p1Vim,e

1Vlocal ,
1
2 ~«n112«n!1Vim,p

1Vim,e1Vlocal# ~2.16!

including corrections for level shifts due to image char
interactions and localized surface charges. Thus the ch
currentI transferred classically from the surface into the e
ergy bin @«n(R)# is considered to feed thenth energetically
shifted shell of the projectile.

The resonant gain current~i.e., the resonant gain rate! I n
rg

from the surface into a particularn manifold of the HCI is
given by the product

I n
rg~R,t !5s~R! j n~R,t ! ~2.17!

of the current density

j n~z!5
1

4Emax~Vb ,«n21/2!

min~2W,«n11/2!

dED~E!A2~E2Vb! ~2.18!

and the cross sections. The conduction-band density o
states in free-electron-gas approximation is given
D(E)5VA2/p2AE2V0, where2V0 is the lower valence-
band limit with respect to the ionization threshold~cf. Fig.
1!. Values for the targets investigated in this work a
V0510.6, 10.9, 15.9, 14, and 10.5 eV, respectively
Au~polycrystalline! @10,48#, Au~110! @10,48#, Al @48#, LiF
@46#, and KI @49#. V is a volume that we assume to be o
a.u.3 for the following. The factorA2(E2Vb) is the classical
velocity of active electrons while passing the potential b
rier. The energetic bottom of the conduction band liesV0
below the ionization threshold and the geometrical factor
in Eq. ~2.18! relates the isotropic density of statesD(E) to
the electron current along the positive surface normal. T
cross section

s5pS Dx

2 D 2

~2.19!

is equal to the classically allowed area over the poten
saddle through which the current representing active e
trons needs to flow. The effective widthDx(t)
5ux1(t)2x2(t)u of the saddle at any time is given implicitl
by the two solutionsx1 andx2 of

«n~R!1Vim,p~qp ,x2Xp ,zb1R!1Vim,e~zb!

1Vlocal~x,zb ,t !5Vtot~qp ,x,zb ,Xp ,R,t !,

~2.20!

where, as in Eq.~2.4!, the nuclear image potential is evalu
ated on the axisx5Xp .

We note that the valence-band density of states of an io
crystalper seis poorly represented with the free-electron-g
model. Hägg et al. @36# used classical Monte Carlo tech
niques in order to simulate the over-barrier dynamics of
get electrons that are released from an anionic center by
highly charged projectile. Their Monte Carlo study indicat
that the electron is effectively captured from LiF at a proje
tile surface distance that is about 3 a.u. closer to the sur
ge
-

y

r

-

4
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r-
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than the onset of classical electron capture across the po
tial barrier. Interestingly, our numerical results, includin
capture rates modeled with reference to the free-elec
density of states, also indicate a delayed onset between
initiation of a classical over-barrier current and th
projectile-surface distance where one elementary charge
been transferred~see Sec. III A below!. Furthermore, we
point out that previous dynamical COM studies on electr
capture in collisions with C60 @7# have shown a rather wea
dependence of final projectile charge states and critical c
ture radii on variations in the resonant capture rates.
therefore conclude that within the overall accuracy of t
COM and in view of the narrow valence band of ionic cry
tals, the free-electron-gas model is sufficiently realistic
providing acceptable estimates for resonant capture ra
The agreement of our simulated projectile energy gains w
experiments for ionic crystal surfaces provides further s
port for this approximation~see Sec. III B 2, below!.

2. Resonant loss

The rate of electron loss from atomic energy levels in
unoccupied bulk levels can be obtained from the electro
orbital frequency of revolution

f n5
qe f f,n

2

2pn3
~2.21!

multiplied with its probability to hit the saddle region that
approximately given by

P~«n!5@zcrit~«n!2z#/zcrit~«n!, ~2.22!

wherezcrit(«n) denotes the critical distance where the fi
electron capture occurs into shelln @4#,

I n
rl ~z!5 f nP~«n!. ~2.23!

For insulators, particularly for LiF with no unoccupied ban
levels below the vacuum level, resonant loss is irrelevant
I n

rl 50.

3. Auger processes

Intra-atomic Auger transitions induce small changes
the projectile occupation during the interaction with the s
face. Following Ref.@4#, we express the Auger rates by
simple analytic fit through data points

Gni ,nf
5

5.0631023

~ni2nf !
3.46

~2.24!

that have been calculated with the Cowan code@47# for fast
transitions between two given shellsni andnf .

4. Rate equations

The dynamically varying projectile populations are o
tained as solutions to the coupled set of classical rate e
tions
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dan

dt
5Q~An2an!Gn

rg2anGn
rl 1wf ,n (

n8.n

Gn8,nwi ,n8

22wi ,n (
n8,n

Gn,n8wf ,n8, ~2.25!

where the degeneracy of shelln is given byAn52n2. Q is
the unit step function. The~empirical! statistical factor
wf ,n51/(111.5an) corrects for the decrease in Auger tra
sition rates due to increasing populationsan of the final
level. The statistical factorwi ,n5 1

2 an(an21) takes the
equivalence of electrons in the initial shell into account.

D. Projectile motion

Before reaching the first critical over-barrier radius, t
motion of the incoming HCI is solely affected by its attra
tive self-image force. For metal surfaces this force is giv
by

Fim,p-p~R!52S qp

2~R2zim! D
2

~2.26!

and for insulating surfaces by the derivative of Eq.~2.4!.
After the projectile has reached the first critical over-barr
distance, charge transfer begins and, for insulators, the
image force~2.26! starts to compete with the repulsive forc
created by localized surface charges~2.11!. For grazing col-
lisions, the latter force is weak, due to the large projec
velocity component parallel to the surface, which rapidly
creases the distance between previously created su
charges and the HCI.

At distancesR smaller than the largest radius of occupi
atomic orbitals^r &n , the electron clouds of the incomin
HCI and the surface ions begin to penetrate each other.
accurate description of this situation would require detai
quantum-dynamical calculations, which are far beyond
overall simplistic nature and accuracy of the COM. In ord
to determine the classical motion of the projectile, we e
ploy the Thomas-Fermi model and use the Thomas-Fe
Molière potential energy@50#

WTFM~r !5
qnuc,pqnuc,t

r
fS r

aD . ~2.27!

This interatomic potential includes the Coulomb repuls
between the two nuclear chargesqnuc,p andqnuc,t of the HCI
and a target atom, respectively, and a screening functiof
that depends on the internuclear distancer scaled by the
screening lengtha,

fS r

aD5(
i 51

3

a iexpS 2b i

r

aD
a50.885 34/Aqnuc,p

2/3 1qnuc,t
2/3 , ~2.28!

with $a i%5$0.35,0.55,0.10% and$b i%5$0.3,1.2,6.0%.
For small perpendicular projectile velocity componen

as typically given in grazing incidence collisions, the inte
n
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action of the HCI with an array of surface atoms or ions
well represented by taking the planar average of Eq.~2.27!
@51#,

WTFM~R!5
2apqnuc,pqnuc,t

d2
f8S R

a D ,

f8S R

a D5(
i 51

3
a i

b i
expS 2b i

R

a D , ~2.29!

where, for simplicity, we have assumed a square lattice w
lattice constantd. For ionic crystals that are composed
two different ion species, we apply Eqs.~2.29! separately to
surface lattices of anions and cathions. This results in
planar-averaged potential

WTFM~R!5WTFM
anion~R!1WTFM

cathion~R!, ~2.30!

where WTFM
anion1WTFM

cathion are constructed according to Eq
~2.29! with qnuc,t replaced by the respective nuclear charg
of anions and cathions and with the distanced between an-
ions or between cathions, respectively.

The force exerted on the projectile by the capture-indu
surface charge distribution~2.10! is repulsive with a parallel
component that accelerates the projectile in positive-x direc-
tion. It is given by

FW local~Xp ,R!5
e~0!21

e~0!11
qpE

x0

Xp
dx8

l~x8,t !~R,Xp2x8!

~R21~Xp2x8!2!3/2
.

~2.31!

The factor@e(0)21#/@e(0)11# accounts for the static di
electric screening@cf. Eq. ~2.11!#. The effect of this force on
the projectile motion parallel to the surface is small. F
30-keV Xe151 incident under a grazing angle of 1° on LiF,
changes the parallel component of the projectile velocity
0.2%. The net force on the projectile is now given by t
negative gradient ofWTFM , the projectile self-image force
~2.26!, and Eq.~2.31!,

FW net~Xp ,R!5H 2
d

dR
@WTFM~R!#1Fim,p-p~R!J êz

1FW local~Xp ,R!. ~2.32!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we are going to discuss the pronoun
differences in the above-surface neutralization dynamics
tween insulating and conducting targets as predicted by
simulations. All electronic interactions depend strongly
the projectile’s position on its trajectory„Xp(t),R(t)…, which
in turn depends on the charge state evolutionqp(t) and, for
insulator targets, on the trail of positive excess surfa
charges. Due to this coupling of nuclear and electronic
grees of freedom, the reconstruction of measured projec
deflection angles and projectile energy gains will supply s
port for the specific interaction model implemented in o
simulation. Even though it is not yet possible to extract dir
evidence from the experimental data for the time evolut
of many quantities included in our simulation, such as sh
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57 345EXTENDED CLASSICAL OVER-BARRIER MODEL FOR . . .
populations and level shifts~Sec. III A!, good agreement be
tween energy gain measurements and theory~Sec. III B! sup-
ports the validity of our model assumptions.

A. Interaction dynamics

Figure 6a shows the simulated projectile charge evolu
for Xe151 ions colliding with an Al target in one case and
LiF crystal in the other. The incident projectile energy is
keV at a grazing incidence angle of 1°. For Al, the fir
critical distance for classical over-barrier capture isRc'38.
In the case of LiF, the interplay of the large work functio
and image charges, which compared with the Al target
reduced by the altered dielectric response function, ef
tively shifts the onset of charge transfer by about 10 a.u
Rc'30. Our version of the COM does not impose char
quantization. By rounding to nearest integer charges,
neutralization sequence is therefore completed when the
jectile charge becomes smaller than 0.5. In comparison w
LiF, we find that for the same ion-surface distanceR the
early onset of electron transfer on Al leads to smaller proj
tile charges above the metal target.

Differences in the time evolution of resonant gain pr
cesses become apparent by comparing resonant gain
@Figs. 6~b! and 7~a!# or projectile level occupations@Figs.

FIG. 6. Results for Xe151 at Ekin550 keV and an incidence
angle of 1°.~a! Time evolution of the projectile charge state for L
and Al surfaces.~b! Resonant gain rates on LiF for the two highe
resonantly populated shells.~c! Projectile shell occupations on LiF
n
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6~c! and 7~b!# for the two targets and incident Xe151 ions.
On the Al target, then518 shell of the projectile become
strongly populated with filling rates of the order of 1014 s21

~Fig. 7!. For LiF, resonant gain transfer occurs into t
n514, 13, and 12 shells. The sharp maxima of the gain ra
on LiF exceed the metal rates by almost two orders of m
nitude. The average neutralization rates, however, i.e.,
slopes of the corresponding shell occupations@Figs. 6~a! and
7~b!#, are only slightly higher in LiF. The interruption of th
projectile neutralization betweenR519 andR521 coincides
with the transient increase ofVb aboveW in Fig. 8~b!. Reso-
nant loss processes are either forbidden~LiF! or contribute
with negligible rates~Al !. For the Al target, shells below th
resonantly populated leveln518 are populated in Auge
transitions.

The regularly spaced spikes in the resonant gain rate
Xe151 impinging on LiF@Fig. 6~b!# originate in the capture-
induced local surface charges. As the surface-projected
of the ion enters a new surface cell containing a single fl
rine F2 ion, the work function is reset to its original valu
W512 eV, such that the local Fermi level suddenly mov
upward, thereby stimulating over-barrier capture. The co
sponding work function changes by an amount up to 6
@Fig. 8~b!#, whereas oscillations in the barrier heightVb of
the potential saddle remain comparatively small with an a
plitude less than 1 eV as the ion travels over the surface
boundaries. This relatively inert behavior ofVb can be ex-

FIG. 7. Results for Xe151 (Ekin550 keV) ions impinging under
1° grazing incidence conditions on an Al surface.~a! Time evolu-
tion of the resonant gain rates for the highest resonantly popul
shells.~b! Shell occupation. Charge exchange primarily takes pl
via resonant gain into then518 shell.
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plained by the moderate influence of the local surfa
charges on the total potentialVtot near the saddle positionzb,
which is situated typically a few a.u. in front of the first bu
layer ~see also Fig. 5!. We note that if capture from a give
anion proceeded, the local work function would increase
about 10 eV per unit capture-induced surface charge. H
ever, due to the high transfer rates of up to 1016 s21, the
continuous current of negative charge is quickly cut off
the moment when the Fermi level is shifted below the sad
point Vb ~‘‘over-barrier cutoff’’!. In other words, the loca
work-function change~i.e., the shift of the Fermi level to
wards lower energies and belowVb) generated by capture
induced surface charges produces the peaked structur
the resonant gain rates. For the Al target, the absence of
surface charges results in a comparatively steady evolu
of the gap betweenVb and W @Fig. 8~a!# and results in the
mostly smooth development of the dominant resonant g
rates in Fig. 7~a!.

Considering the characteristic discrepancies in the re
nant exchange mechanisms, it is surprising that the ave
rate of neutralization is very similar for both targets. T
effects of the low alkali halide work function on the onset
charge exchange, the reduced dielectric response of the
lator, and local surface charges appear to be counterpro

FIG. 8. Results for Xe151 ions impinging withEkin550 keV at
a grazing angle of 1° on Al and LiF surfaces. The plot shows
time evolution of the potential barrierVb , the target work function
W, and the projectile shell occupations of the most active shellsVb

andW display characteristic oscillations on LiF, whereas all pote
tials evolve smoothly on Al~see the text for details!.
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tive. As will be shown below~Sec. III B!, this interplay is
also related to the strikingly small differences between
image energy gains of a particular HCI on LiF and Al ta
gets.

In Fig. 9 we compare ion trajectories for grazingly inc
dent 20-keV Xe151 on Al and LiF surfaces. At large dis
tances, the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity com
nent uvzu steadily increases due to the attractive projec
self-image force. The short-range Thomas-Fermi-Molie`re
potential in Eq.~2.27! causes the inversion of the trajecto
in a small region that measures about 2 a.u. relative to
vertex of the trajectory leading to nearly specular reflecti
For the LiF target the attenuated dielectric response of
insulator weakens the image attraction in comparison wit
metal target. We simulated this effect in a separate calc
tion for LiF where we replaced the insulator specific diele
tric response in the projectile~self-!image interactions by the
asymptotic response of a perfect metal, taking Eq.~2.26! and
the limit e→` in Eq. ~2.4!. This yields a noticeable chang
in the ion trajectory. Before capture sets in at largeR, only
the image force acts on the HCI and the ‘‘metal dielect
response’’ trajectory for LiF nearly coincides with the io
trajectory in front of Al. The replacement of the insulato
specific dielectric response by the metallic response on
moves the onset of charge transfer 13 a.u. closer to the
face. This shifts the potential barrier upward due to the m
repulsive~unscreened! projectile image term~2.4!, thus re-
duces the amount of charge captured, and more than dou
the overall energy gain above the target, clearly leading aw
from both our dynamical COM with insulator-specific re
sponse and experimental results~see Sec. III B!.

In another separate simulation we have eliminated all
fects due to the capture-induced positive surface charge
tribution on LiF~Fig. 9!. The local surface charges add to th
projectile repulsion near the surface. The vertex is now
cated about 0.1 a.u. closer to the first bulk layer than

e

-

FIG. 9. Projectile trajectory in terms of the perpendicular p
jectile velocity componentvz versusR for 20-keV Xe151 ions im-
pinging under 1° on Al and LiF. The first two curves exhibit sta
dard dynamical COM simulations on these targets. The next
curves show simulation results for the same Xe151 projectile on LiF
when local surface charges have been disabled in the third a
large ‘‘metal’’ value for the dielectric susceptibilitye→` has been
chosen for the fourth curve.Xp50 corresponds to the vertex of th
full simulation for LiF.
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genuine 50-keV Xe151-LiF simulation including local sur-
face charges. This small shift suggests that the direct in
ence of these surface charges on the projectile trajecto
rather small. The large discrepancy of 12.8 eV in the ima
energy gains between both simulations~see Sec. III B 2!
originates mainly from deviations in the neutralization d
namics leading to a higher average projectile charge in fr
of the surface when local surface charges are disabled.
can be understood by considering that the componentVlocal
in Eq. ~2.11! pulls down the potential barrier~2.1! and also
the projectile energy levels~2.16! and thus counteracts elec
tron loss due to level promotion into the continuum~if an
occupied level gets promoted to the continuum, we assu
that the level is instantaneously ionized!.

The distance of closest approach to the surface un
grazing incidence is determined by the initial velocity co
ponent perpendicular to the surface, the total-kinetic-ene
gain of the HCI at the turning point, and the composition
the target material via the screened interatomic interac
~2.27!. Our simulations yield turning points atR51.1 and
1.3 for Xe151 ions impinging on Al and LiF, respectively, a
an incident energy of 30 keV and an incidence grazing an
of 1°.

B. Image energy gains

Having presented detailed results on the interaction
namics in the preceeding subsection, we are now goin
demonstrate that the extended dynamical COM can quite
curately reproduce previously published~measured and
simulated! data on image energy gains for both conduct
and insulating crystals over a wide range of initial project
charge states. Our simulations as well as recent experim
@29# show that the neutralization of the HCI is complet
prior to its reflection for a wide range of initial projectil
charge states. The inversion of the perpendicular velo
componentv' takes place at a distance of a few atomic un
above the surface~Fig. 9!, and the measurable differenc
between the asymptotic incident and reflection angles o
ion beam can be straightforwardly correlated to the net
age energy gain@52,27#.

1. Metals

Image energy gains of a HCI impinging on metal surfac
are characterized by an approximateqp

3/2 increase with the
initial projectile charge stateqp @9,10,27#. A lower limit for
the energy gain can be deduced by assuming that the pr
tile is instantaneously and completely neutralized at the
critical distanceRc.A8qp12/2W @53#. We shall refer to
this estimate as the‘‘simple COM.’’ The energy gain for
largeqp is then given by the analytical formula

DE5
qp

2

4Rc
5

Wqp
3/2

4A2
. ~3.1!

Consequently,DE/W should be independent of the targ
material.

The simple COM can be improved by letting one electr
transfer to the HCI each time the over-barrier condition
fulfilled at consecutive critical radii for the first, second, et
u-
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capture. This version of the COM is called thestaircase
model@10#. In contrast to the dynamical COM~Sec. II A!, in
the simple and staircase model the charge-transfer curre
quantized. For energy gains of Xeq1 projectiles on an Al
surface, the staircase model almost coincides for all ini
chargesqp with the dynamical COM and the simple mod
predicts, as expected, lower-energy gains for allqp ~Fig. 10!.
Except for the highest charge states, both the staircase
dynamical COMs agree with the experimental gains of W
ter et al. @52#, even though the more elaborate dynamic
COM employs transition rates that depend on the width a
depth of the potential saddle. The simple model undere
mates the measured energy gain, except for the hig
charge states, where agreement with the experiment ma
fortuitous. Except for the simple COM, all simulations inte
sect the experimental error bars for charge statesqp<30. All
simulations show the generalqp

3/2 trend.
The deviation in the experimental data from the appro

mateqp
3/2 proportionality of the energy gain in all COM ver

sions aboveqp.26 ~Fig. 10! has been scrutinized by Leme
et al. @10#. The authors rule out both saturation effects in t
surface charge-density fluctuations induced by the HCI
R5Rc and effects due to the parallel velocity of the HC
They conclude that the measured deviation from theqp

3/2 pro-
portionality is due to incomplete screening of outer shells
decreasingR which, for high initial projectile charges, lead
to a faster decrease of the effective projectile charge
therefore to a diminished increase in the energy gain a
function of qp . However, as far as we know, the initia
charge stateqp at which the experimentally observed plate
appears has not yet been reliably calculated within any C
~see also the review article of Winter@27# and references
therein!. Figure 10 also shows that the staircase COM cal
lation of Lemellet al. @10# agrees with our results.

Kurz et al. @54# have analyzed total electron yields fo

FIG. 10. Experimental@52#, simulated staircase COM result
@10#, and our simulated energy gains~dynamical COM! for Xeq1

(3.7q keV, 1.5°) on an Al surface. The simple model assum
instantaneous complete neutralization at the first critical distanceRc

and sets a lower boundary for projectile energy gains. The stair
COM instantaneously transfers one charge unit each time the o
barrier condition is fulfilled. In the dynamical COM continuou
charge currents flow between projectile and surface with rates
rived from a classical model.
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348 57JENS J. DUCRE´ E, FULVIO CASALI, AND UWE THUMM
higher charge states as a function of the inverse proje
velocity. Their data for Xeq1,q534, . . . ,50, and
Thq1,q561, . . . ,79 ongold surfaces under perpendicul
incidence provide, if anything at all, weak evidence of
deviation of the energy gain from theq3/2 proportionality
~Fig. 11!. We note that the experimental method of Ref.@54#
is prone to larger errors than the deflection angle met
@52#. Our dynamical COM data for thorium are near the u
per end of the experimental error bars.

In Fig. 12 we compare our dynamical COM results f
150-keV ions on Au with energy gains measured by Me
et al. @28# and with the COM simulation of Lemellet al.
@10#. The experimental results show good overall agreem
with our calculations for both projectiles but fall systema
cally short of the dynamical COM values aboveqp.30.

2. Insulators

Energy gains for 50-keV Xe ions directed under a graz
incidence angle of 1° on alkali halide crystals~LiF and KI!
have been measured recently by Authet al. @31,33# by using
the deflection angle method@52#. Our extended dynamica

FIG. 11. Experimental@54# and our simulated data~dynamical
COM! for very high charge state ions impinging on polycrystalli
gold.

FIG. 12. Experimental@28#, simulated staircase COM resul
@10#, and our simulated data~dynamical COM! for 150-keV Iq1 and
Pbq1 ions with charge statesqp<36 on Au.
ile
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COM simulations agree with experiment for the KI target f
qp,17 ~Fig. 13!. However, experiment and simulation ten
to deviate in a systematic way for the LiF target, where,
low and intermediate incident charge states, the meas
values slightly exceed our simulations. We tried to ident
an adjustable parameter in order to further improve
agreement with experiment for both targets. In the followi
paragraphs we will discuss several of the effects that app
in our insulator extension of the COM and use Xe151 on LiF
and KI, with energy gains of 43.6 eV and 31.8 eV, as
reference.

At first we take a closer look at effects that are induced
the surface charges. We observe that the restriction of
removable charge per F2 ion ~which we did not apply to
iodine for its vast number of outer shell electrons! lowers the
energy gain by 1.6 eV. Furthermore, disregarding
capture-induced surface charges~cf. curves labeledqlocal50
in Fig. 13! increases the energy gain of Xe151 on LiF to 56.3
eV. For the KI target, however, the neglect of surfa
charges increases the energy gain to 37.0 eV for incid
Xe151, which lies above the experimental error bars. O
numerical results show the expected increase for ene
gains at all charge states if we discard surface charges.
the KI target, the inclusion of capture-induced surfa
charges improves the agreement between simulated and
sured energy gains.

With respect to the ionic conductivities, we note thats
has to be increased by more than six orders of magnitud
order to induce any significant change in the energy sh
Despite our crude estimates fors and the order-of-
magnitude derivation of the time constantt in Eq. ~2.9!, we
can therefore exclude lifetime effects of capture-induced s
face charges on the simulated energy gains.

The image plane is located at one anionic radius above
uppermost bulk layer. This choice constitutes an upper li
for zim . Alternatively, since an accurate value is difficult
assess and the concept of an image plane is not well defi
for ionic crystals, one could usezim as an adjustable param
eter. Placing the charge distribution at the topmost latt
plane diminishes the image energy for Xe151 by 1.6 eV on
LiF. For KI the energy gain slightly increases by 0.6 eV.

FIG. 13. Experimental energy gains@33# compared with our
dynamical COM simulations. Results obtained by neglect
capture-induced local surface charges are labeledqlocal50.
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We have performed all simulations with free-electr
densities of states and a constant volume factorV51 in the
transition rates~2.17!, which is a rather poor approximatio
for an ionic crystal and may not give sufficient credit to t
characteristics of a particular crystal; the negative fluor
ion possesses six 2p electrons, whereas iodine ion holds
large number of loosely bound electrons. In an attemp
work this information into the simulation, we reduced t
resonant gain rates~2.17! for the LiF target by a factor of 5
As a result, we find that these modified rates lead to ene
gains on LiF that lie inside the experimental error bars for
charge states. In a more realistic representation of the ta
electronic structure, more attention must be given to the
lence electrons of the anions. The above-mentioned disc
ancies for KI and higher charges of the incident projec
may be related to the simplified representation of the ta
electronic structure inherent in our implementation of t
dynamic COM.

As explained in Sec. II A, our simulations were limited
trajectories withYp50, for which the collision plane inter
sects anionic and cathionic nuclei along the@100# direction.
Since in surface scattering experiments the incident ion b
illuminates a surface area that is large compared with a
face unit cell, we addressed the sensitivity of our simula
energy gains to changes inYp . ForYp50.5d, corresponding
to surface-projected trajectories halfway between ionic ro
we find for 30-keV Xe151 projectiles incident under 1° on
LiF a kinetic-energy gain of 44.6 eV, compared to 43.6
for trajectories withYp50 and an experimental value@33# of
53.2 eV. The slightly larger energy gain is consistent w
the increased average distance of capture-induced su
charges from the projectile. The change in energy gain w
Yp is sufficiently small such that within the overall accura
l
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of our calculation, we do not need to include a tim
consuming average over trajectories with differentYp in our
simulation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we applied and discussed extensions to
classical over-barrier model that include insulator-specific
fects such as capture-induced local surface charges, l
work function changes, and the dielectric response of
target. A detailed study of the interaction mechanism h
been presented in terms of the time evolution of projec
level occupations, transition rates, and several other qua
ties involved in the neutralization process.

Our results are in good agreement with previously pu
lished experimental data for highly charged ions impingi
on two different alkali halide ionic crystals. In order to verif
the basic framework of our implementation of the dynami
COM, we have disabled all effects related to insulators a
found good agreement with energy gain measurements f
variety of incident ion charge states and metal targets.
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